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W
e’re seeing a mix of classic and new 
trends in swimwear this season. 
With Breton stripes, clean lines and 
traditional colour palettes – navy, 
blue, white, red and black – seaside 

swimwear pays homage to its nautical past. There 
are also twists to discover: frills for a feminine 
touch and high-neck, sporty swimwear 
for an athletic update. A straw hat and 
espadrilles will complete the look.

The sports trend, which has dominated 
fashion of late, comes into the swimwear 
arena. There are high necklines, 
quick-drying neoprene, cross-over straps 
and smart one-pieces. We’re seeing high cuts 
in one-pieces, alongside crop tops that provide a 
fabulous option in the way of zip-up rash vests.

The flowing lines and hippie appeal of boho style 
have always been a perfect fit for summer living and 
the trend this year is richer than ever with colour 
and pattern. It encompasses world references, 
including Aztec-inspired symbols, tribal design 

and earthy palettes. We’re seeing folklore-inspired and earthy palettes. We’re seeing folklore-inspired 
florals come through in swimwear, and some florals come through in swimwear, and some 
of these pieces make a striking statement. The of these pieces make a striking statement. The 
message is clear: just because it’s floral doesn’t message is clear: just because it’s floral doesn’t 
mean it’s pastel and cute in the way that florals mean it’s pastel and cute in the way that florals 
traditionally are; think “forest”, not “front garden”.traditionally are; think “forest”, not “front garden”.

Vintage references – especially to ’70s fashion Vintage references – especially to ’70s fashion 
– are strong. Crochet bikinis are big (choose – are strong. Crochet bikinis are big (choose 

black or cream for timeless appeal) and black or cream for timeless appeal) and 
we’re taking a cue from the pin-up models we’re taking a cue from the pin-up models 
of old and hitching up waistlines, but of old and hitching up waistlines, but 
with a modern twist.with a modern twist.

Swimwear is not usually an item to Swimwear is not usually an item to 
stand the test of time, as anyone who has stand the test of time, as anyone who has 

worn the same pair of bathers every day over worn the same pair of bathers every day over 
the course of the summer well knows; the fabric the course of the summer well knows; the fabric 

can fade and the swimsuit generally loses its shape. can fade and the swimsuit generally loses its shape. 
So whether you’re keeping an eye out for a new So whether you’re keeping an eye out for a new 
pair of togs or just seeking inspiration for warm pair of togs or just seeking inspiration for warm 
days ahead, we’ve rounded up the latest swimwear days ahead, we’ve rounded up the latest swimwear 
trends. Just add water. ●

akosmanovski@theweeklyreview.com.auakosmanovski@theweeklyreview.com.au

Tiki Tri Bikini top, $35.99, & Surfer 
tie side bottoms, $39.99, from Roxy

One-piece swimwear, $25, 
from Kmart

Pop Surf Zip Front 
Print Bandeau 
bikini top, $79.99 
& high-waisted 
wetsuit bikini 
pants, $69.99, 
from Roxy; Fedora, from Roxy; Fedora, from Roxy
$14.95, from Cotton 
On Body

ANNA KOSMANOVSKI FINDS THE MOST FASHIONABLE WAYS FINDS THE MOST FASHIONABLE WAYS 

TO MAKE A SPLASH AT THE BEACH THIS SUMMER
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In the beach bag …

Neoprene
The material we’ve fallen in love with – a favourite of surfers 
– is versatile and often flattering. The Aussie brand Triangl 

(favoured by celebrities such as Kendall Jenner, Lindy Klim, Beyonce) 
can take credit for the success of colour-blocking neoprene bikinis.

Round Towels
Rectangular towels are great, but so are round ones that are the trend.

One-pieces
There was a time when the bikini reigned supreme and one-pieces were the 

dowdy option. Nowadays, this couldn’t be further from the truth. With current 
prints, form-fitting silhouettes and cut-out details, one-pieces have regained 

their rightful place as glamorous options.

High waists
Form-flattering, two-piece bathers are taking a cue from the pin-up 

models of old. But it’s not all 1950s – there are modern twists 
with current prints, colours and neoprene.

Nautical 
Breton stripes, clean lines 
and no-fuss summer glamour 
– the nautical look is perfect 
for sailing, swimming or 
poolside lounging. Drawing 
on a traditional colour base 
of navy, blue, white, red and 
black, it also has twists: frills 
for a feminine touch, and the 
high-neck, sporty style. White 
is a staple here as lashings 
of white embroidery feature 
strongly. Go with a straw hat 
and espadrilles to complete 
the look. Check out Country 
Road, Target and Seafolly for 
swimwear options that tick 
these boxes.

Sporty swimwear
High necklines, quick-drying neoprene, cross-over 
straps and one-pieces … the sporty trend is easy to 
spot in the pool, too. Taking cues from the silhouettes of 
’90s swimwear (Baywatch included) there are high-cut Baywatch included) there are high-cut Baywatch
one-pieces alongside crop-top shapes. This season, 
Witchery has a great range of sporty swimwear. Check 
out Jets, too. Wear with lug sole sandals and a backpack. 
Visor optional!

Beach bohemian
The flowing lines and hippie 
appeal have always been 
a perfect fit for summer 
living. The trend this year is 
richer than ever, with colour 
and pattern encompassing 
world references including 
Aztec-inspired symbols. This 
is a look where more is always 
more in terms of accessories, 
so pull out your favourite string 
of beads along with your floppy 
hat for easy summer style. You 
can’t go past Zimmerman for 
a sensational swimsuit, and 
Cotton On, Fella and Kiini are 
also worth exploring.

’70s poolside
Vintage references – especially to ’70s-era fashion – 
have been strong this year and we’re seeing this come 
through in swimwear. Crochet bikinis are big; choose 
black, white or cream for timeless appeal. Cover up with 
off-the-shoulder dresses, floral jumpsuits and denim 
shorts. On-trend round sunglasses work well here. Think 
colour palettes with plenty of mustard, sky blue and 
copper, as well as paisley. Inspiration? The Brady Bunch
on their Hawaiian vacation.

Folklore-inspired 
florals
We’re seeing floral prints come 
through in swimwear, but 
there’s a twist. Giving a nod 
to the kind of folklore-inspired 
fashion that’s all the rage 
now, these pieces are striking 
because they are much more 
than pretty flowers. Green 
hues, and prints in unusual 
colour palettes such as strong 
blue, mustard and black, 
offer something different 
this season. ●photography credits
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Beach Babe 
underwire Bandeau, 
$49.99 & Brief, 
$39.99 from Roxy;$39.99 from Roxy;$39.99
Pom Pom Sarong, 
$19.95, from Cotton 
On Body

Floral 
one-piece, 
$59, from 

Target

Trim bikini top 
in navy, $65, 
high-waisted bikini 
bottom in navy, 
$65, from Bul

Victory mesh 
kaftan, $149.99, 
from Moontide

Rachael Zheng Rachael Zheng 
Check Cape 
Swing Top, $59,
from Target

Aloe soothing gel, $17.95, from The Body Shop

Zelda 
beach bag, 
$49.99, from 
Forever New
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STOCKISTS 
Bul \ bul.com.au  Bul \ bul.com.au  Bul \ The Body Shop \ 5222 2284  hop \ 5222 2284  hop \ Forever New \ 5221 3199  Forever New \ 5221 3199  Forever New \
Le Specs \ lespecs.com  pecs \ lespecs.com  pecs \ Moontide \ moontide.com  Target \ 5273 0300  
Witchery \ 5222 2016  Witchery \ 5222 2016  Witchery \ Cotton On Body \ 5222 5011  n Body \ 5222 5011  n Body \ Kmart \ 5244 8900 
Roxy \ roxyaustralia.com.au  Pageant \ pageant.myshopify.com

Layne Metallic 
Gold Floppy 
Hat, $39.99, from 
Forever New

Etty Slide $99.95, 
from Witchery

Neo Noir sunglasses, $59.95, from Le Specs

Chine Twist Suit, 
$149.99, from 
Moontide

Splice 
one-piece, 
$253, from 
Pageant
Model’s 
own 
hat
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